The Ten Talents

Directions: The objective of the game is to collect the most talents. Place the talent cards face up in the middle of the game board or in a basket. Set an egg timer for a specified time. Place your markers on "START". The players roll a die and move that number on the board. If they land on a talent (coin chest) space, the player to their right draws a card and reads the question out loud. (If they cannot read, the teacher or someone else can read it for them). On each card is a question about the parable The Ten Talents. If they answer correctly, they receive a talent card. If they are not correct, they do not receive a talent card. Younger players do not have to answer a question and automatically receive a card. If the player lands on “Return a Talent”, they must return a talent card. Players must collect as many talent cards as they can as they move around the board. Note that the board is set up so you can move around it many times. The game is over when the egg timer goes off. Whoever has the most talent cards, wins.